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Abstract
By using long pulses with extended dwelling time, lowered pulse repetition frequency (PRF)
and reduced Nyquist velocity, the radar measurement capability can be enhanced to increase
clear-air Doppler velocity data coverage (which is beneficial for radar wind analysis and data
assimilation and motivated our previous study). This potential capability is further explored
(beyond our previous study) by not only modifying the existing operational clear-air scan
mode with a lowered PRF and reduced the Nyquist velocity (to nearly 12 m/s) but also coupling
this low-PRF scan with a high-PRF scan into a new dual-PRF scan mode. With this dual-PRF
scan mode, the velocities from the high-PRF scan can be used to dealias the raw velocities
from the low-PRF scan. Doppler velocities collected by using the low-PRF scan in this dual-PRF
scan mode exhibit enhanced clear-air data coverage but encounter increased difficulties in
dealiasing beyond the radial range covered by the high-PRF scan. To overcome the
encountered difficulties, the previously developed alias-robust variational method for
analyzing severely aliased radar velocity observations with small Nyquist velocities is further
improved adaptively, so reliable reference radial velocities can be obtained and used to
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dealias the low-PRF scanned raw velocities on range circles beyond those covered by the highPRF scan.
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1. Introduction
The network of Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) systems in the United
States has played a critical role in improving short-range forecasts and warnings for severe
thunderstorms, tornadoes, and flash floods [1-8]. In addition, high-resolution reflectivity and
velocity observations have been ingested not only into the operational data assimilation systems to
improve numerical weather predictions [9, 10] but also into the NSSL experimental Warn-onForecast system to improve short-term ensemble predictions of severe thunderstorms and flash
floods [11-14]. However, NEXRAD velocity data collected under clear-air weather conditions have
not found much usage due to shallow and limited radial-range coverage (≤50 km) in clear air and
the relatively large spacing between radars (≈300 km). Ideally and in principle, the clear-air velocity
observations can be assimilated directly (with adequate data quality control) to improve numerical
weather predictions especially if their spatial coverage can be enhanced. This has motivated our
recent study [15] to explore how the existing scan modes used for clear-air by the WSR-88Ds can be
modified to enhance the detectability and thus increase the coverage of velocity observations. This
paper reports a new research progress beyond the study of Xu et al. [15].
It is well known that using long pulses with extended dwell time can enhance radar sensitivity
and thus increase clear-air Doppler velocity data coverage, and this can provide additional
information for radar wind analysis and data assimilation. This potential capability was first explored
in Xu et al. [15] by modifying the scan mode for the experimental S-band radar, named KOUN, at
NSSL with long pulses and low antenna rate to enhance the radar measurement capability. Doppler
velocities collected with the modified scan mode showed substantially increased coverage in
comparison with velocities collected with the unmodified scan mode from the nearby operational
test-bed S-band radar, named KCRI. However, since the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) was limited
to 455 Hz for the long pulses which reduces the Nyquist velocity to 12.53 m/s for the new scan mode,
the collected velocity data with the modified scan mode were severely aliased. The stand-alone
version of velocity dealiasing, called SA-VD [16, 17], was tried first to overcome the involved
difficulties. Since this SA-VD applies the alias-robust variational method, called AR-Var [18], to lowPRF scanned raw velocities from KOUN to produce the reference velocities for dealiasing, it can
overcome the encountered difficulties for some cases but not all the cases. The SA-VD was then
modified by using external reference velocities from KCRI to overcome the remaining difficulties in
dealiasing. This amounts to a pseudo-dual-PRF approach which was proposed and implemented in
Xu et al. [15] with encouraging results. In particular, the pseudo-dual-PRF approach was shown to
be effective and able to enhance the dealiased radial-velocity data coverage in comparison with
that from KCRI radar and thus also increase the depth covered by the vertical profile of horizontal
velocity produced from the dealiased radial-velocity data.
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As a follow-up of Xu et al. [15], this paper designs a real dual-PRF scan mode for KOUN, by
modifying the aforementioned pseudo-dual-PRF approach, to collect Doppler velocities in prestorm environments without using external reference velocities from KCRI. The collected velocity
data in May 2019 reveal greatly enhanced clear-air data coverage but encounter newly increased
difficulties in dealiasing as the environmental flows become strong, complex and very turbulent (so
the raw radial velocities are severely aliased and become very noisy). To overcome the increased
difficulties, the dealiasing technique [15] must be further improved. In particular, the AR-Var used
in the dealiasing technique must be modified and applied to low-PRF scans with its produced
reference radial velocities (used as the seed data for the subsequent continuity check) to cover large
range circles beyond those covered by high-PRF scans. As will be shown in this paper, such a
modification can be done and the modified AR-Var can produce reliable reference radial velocities
from low-PRF scans.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the real dual-PRF scan mode
designed for KOUN and shows the dual-PRF scanned radial velocity images scanned from KOUN
under clear-air weather conditions in pre-storm environments. Section 3 shows the problems and
examines the difficulties encountered when the previous dealiasing technique [15] is applied to the
raw velocities from KOUN low-PRF scans. Section 4 describes the improved dealiasing technique
with the refined AR-Var, and applies it to dual-PRF radial velocities scanned from KOUN to produce
dealiased radial velocities with greatly enhanced data coverage free of alias errors. Discussions
follow in section 5.
2. Dual-PRF Scan Mode
As explained in Xu et al. [15], the WSR-88Ds are capable of transmitting long (4.5 μs) and short
(1.5 μs) pulses with the maximum PRFs of 455 and 1280 Hz respectively due to transmitter duty
cycle limitations. The long pulse mode has greater sensitivity than the short pulse mode, but at the
cost of a smaller Nyquist velocity, denoted by VN. In clear air situations, the WSR-88Ds operate in
two Volume Coverage Patterns (VCPs): VCP31 uses long pulses while VCP32 uses short pulses. To
cover the maximum specified range of 460 km in VCP31, the KOUN radar operates at a PRF of 321
Hz with a Nyquist velocity of VN ≈ 11 m/s. To maximize the Nyquist velocity in the long pulse mode,
a new experimental low-PRF scan with a PRF of 460 Hz is designed for KOUN. The Nyquist velocity
at this low-PRF scan is improved to 12.74 m/s. With the azimuthal scan rate reduced to 2 deg/s for
this low-PRF scan, the unambiguous radial range is 326 km, the time per sweep scan is 180 s, and
the dwell time is 180 + 2 = 182 s/sweep (with 2 seconds needed to change the tilt) which is longer
than the dwell time of 72 (79) s/sweep used by VCP31 (VCP32) for contiguous Doppler scans. This
low-PRF scan is coupled with a high-PRF scan (with a PRF of 1200 HZ, azimuthal scan rate of 12 deg/s,
time per sweep scan of 30 s, dwell time of 32 s/sweep and VN of 33.24 m/s) to form a dual-PRF scan
mode that couples a high-PRF Doppler-velocity scan with a low-PRF Doppler-velocity scan on each
of the three elevation angles from 0.5° to 1.5° and 2.5°). A volume scan is therefore composed of
two sub-volume scans: one high-PRF sub-volume scan completed in 3 × 32 = 96 s and one low-PRF
sub-volume scan completed in 3 × 182 = 546 s, so the combined volume scan is completed in 96 +
546 = 642 s = 10.7 min. The update time of 10.7 min is slightly longer than that (9 min 50 s) of VCP31
and VCP32 but still sufficiently rapid to resolve the temporal variations of wind fields on the
mesoscale, especially in clear air situations. As the high-PRF sub-volume is scanned first (from 0.5°
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to 1.5° and then to 2.5° tilt) and followed by its paired high-PRF sub-volume scan (also from 0.5° to
1.5° and then to 2.5° tilt), the time differences between the paired low and high PRF scans
completed on 0.5°, 1.5° and 2.5° tilt are 3 × 32 + 182 = 278 s = 4.63 min, 2 × 32 + 2 × 182 = 428 s =
7.13 min and 32 + 3 × 182 = 578 s = 9.63 min. respectively. These time differences can be reduced
to 30 + 180 = 210 s = 3.5 min by pairing the low and high PRF scans between two consecutive sweeps
on each tilt. Nevertheless, pairing the low and high PRF scans between two consecutive sub-volumes
is used in this paper because it can be implemented on the experimental KOUN radar more
conveniently than pairing between two consecutive sweeps. Detailed specifications of this dual-PRF
scan mode are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 Specifications of dual-PRF scan mode. Here, VN stands for Nyquist velocity and
Ruam stands for the unambiguous range.

Coupled
subvolume

Elevation
angle
(deg)
0.5, 1.5 or
2.5

Pulse PRF
length (Hz)

Samples
(#)

Short
Long

100
230

1200
460

Azimuthal
rate
(deg/s)
12
2.0

Time per
sweep
(s)
30
180

VN
(m/s)

Ruam
(km)

33.24
12.74

125
326

Figure 1 shows the images of raw radial-component velocities collected from KOUN by using the
dual-PRF scans at three elevation angles in a pre-storm environment on 05/09/2019. As shown in
panels (a)-(c) of Figure 1, the low-PRF scans at 0.5°, 1.5° and 2.5° can cover disk areas of about 200,
120 and 75 km radii, respectively, while the high-PRF scans at 0.5°, 1.5°and 2.5°can cover disk areas
of about 120, 80 and 50 km radii, respectively, as shown in (d)-(f) of Figure 1. Clearly, the low-PRF
scans have much larger velocity data coverages than the high-PRF scans, but the low-PRF scanned
raw velocities were extensively aliased due to the reduced VN (from 33.24 to 12.74 m/s). In particular,
as marked by white A letters in Figure 1a, the low-PRF scanned raw velocities were aliased
extensively in many patch-areas in the northeast (or southwest) quadrant around and beyond 100
km radial range from the radar site where the radial-component velocities of the environmental
flow were strongly positive away from the radar (or negative toward the radar), because the
environmental flow was southwesterly and westerly and became strong around and above 1 km
height – the height of radar beam on 0.5° tilt at 100 km radial range.
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Figure 1 (a) Image of raw radial-component velocities from KOUN low-PRF scan at 0.5°
in a pre-storm environment around 04 UTC on 05/09/2019. (b) As in (a) but at 1.5°. (c)
As in (a) but at 2.5°. (d) As in (a) but from KOUN high-PRF scan at 0.5°. (e) As in (d) but
at 1.5°. (f) As in (d) but at 2.5°. In panels (a)-(c), white “A”s mark aliased-velocity areas.
Figure 2 shows the images of raw radial-component velocities collected from KOUN by using the
dual-PRF scans at three elevation angles in a pre-storm environment on 05/23/2019. As shown in
panels (a)-(c) of Figure 2, the low-PRF scans at 0.5°, 1.5° and 2.5° can cover disk areas up to 250, 160
and 120 km radii, respectively, while the high-PRF scans at 0.5°, 1.5° and 2.5° can cover disk areas
of about 140, 80 and 60 km radii, respectively, as shown in (d)-(f) of Figure 2. Again, the low-PRF
scans have much larger velocity data coverages than the high-PRF scans, but the low-PRF scanned
raw velocities are extensively and severely aliased due to the reduced VN (from 33.24 to 12.74 m/s).
In particular, as marked by white A (or A-A) letters in Figure 2a, the low-PRF scanned raw velocities
were extensively aliased (or doubly aliased) in many patch-areas in the northeast (or southwest)
quadrant around and beyond 100 km radial range from the radar site where the radial-component
velocities of the environmental flow were strongly positive away from the radar (or negative toward
the radar), because the environmental flow was southwesterly and southerly and became strong
(or very strong) above 0.5 (or 1) km height – the height of radar beam on 0.5° tilt at 50 (or 100) km
radial range. The low-PRF scanned raw velocities in Figure 1 are less severely aliased but noisier than
those in Figure 2. The noisy raw velocities in Figure 1 further increase difficulties in dealiasing as
shown in the next section.
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Figure 2 As in Figure 1 but in a pre-storm environment around 16 UTC on 05/23/2019.
3. Problems and Difficulties in Dealiasing
As mentioned in the introduction, the previously developed dealiasing techniques [16, 17] were
reduced into a stand-alone version and then modified, by using external reference velocities
obtained from KCRI high-PRF scans, to overcome the difficulties in dealiasing the raw velocities from
KOUN low-PRF scans in Xu et al. [15]. Although this modified stand-alone dealiasing was applied
successfully to dealias the pseudo-dual-PRF velocity data as demonstrated in Xu et al. [15], it
encounters further increased difficulties in dealiasing the real-dual-PRF raw velocities, especially
when the raw velocities become very noisy. In the case, the continuity check implemented in the
last step is no longer error-free when it is applied to raw velocities from low-PRF scan and goes
outward beyond the radial range covered by the seed data generated from high-PRF scanned
velocities via the reference check (see the flowchart in Figure 16 of Xu et al. [15]).
To illustrate the problem in details, Figure 3a, Figure 3b, Figure 3c plot the images of dealiased
velocities produced in the last step by applying the continuity check to the raw velocities from lowPRF scans in Figure 1a, Figure 1b, Figure 1c, respectively, while Figure 3d, Figure 3e, Figure 3f plot
the images of seed data generated from high-PRF scanned velocities in Figure 1d, Figure 1e, Figure
1f, respectively. As shown in Figure 3a, Figure 3b, Figure 3c, raw velocities are rejected in many
areas (blacked from those in Figure 1a, Figure 1b, Figure 1c) and incorrectly dealiased in areas
marked by white “A”s. Data-void areas (in which raw velocities are rejected) and incorrectly
dealiased data areas are also seen within the areas covered by the seed data (see Figure 3d, Figure
3e, Figure 3f), and this is because the continuity check goes not only once one-way outward beyond
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the radial range covered by the seed data but also subsequently two-way inward-outward several
times (see the detailed description in section 3 of Xu et al. [17]) and the inward-going continuity
check can “propagate” data-void areas and incorrectly dealiased data areas into the areas of seed
data.
(a)

A
A
A

A

(c)

(e)

(f)

A
A

A

A
A

(d)

(b)

A
A

Figure 3 (a) Image of dealiased velocities produced in the last step by applying the
continuity check to the raw velocities from low-PRF scan at 0.5° in Figure 1a. (b) As in (a)
but from low-PRF scan at 1.5° in Figure 1b. (c) As in (a) but from low-PRF scan at 2.5° in
Figure 1c. (d) Image of seed data generated from high-PRF scanned velocities at 0.5° in
Figure 1d. (e) As in (d) but from high-PRF scanned velocities at 1.5° in Figure 1e. (f) As in
(d) but from high-PRF scanned velocities at 2.5° in Figure 1f. In panels (a)-(c), white “A”s
mark areas of incorrectly dealiased velocities.
On the other hand, as the raw velocities from low-PRF scans in Figure 2a, Figure 2b, Figure 2c are
less noisy (though more severely aliased) than those in Figure 1a, Figure 1b, Figure 1c, the dealiased
velocities produced by the continuity check in the last step are essentially error-free, as shown in
Figure 4a, Figure 4b, Figure 4c, and contain fewer data-void areas (blacked from those in Figure 2a,
Figure 2b, Figure 2c). Nevertheless, the data-void areas are also seen within the seed data areas
(see Figure 4d, Figure 4e, Figure 4f) and they are again caused by the “propagation” of inward-going
continuity check. Thus, the continuity check is still not free of problem in this case.
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Figure 4 (a) Image of dealiased velocities produced in the last step by applying the
continuity check to the raw velocities from low-PRF scan at 0.5° in Figure 2a. (b) As in (a)
but from low-PRF scan at 1.5° in Figure 2b. (c) As in (a) but from low-PRF scan at 2.5° in
Figure 2c. (d) Image of seed data generated from high-PRF scanned velocities at 0.5° in
Figure 2d. (e) As in (d) but from high-PRF scanned velocities at 1.5° in Figure 2e. (f) As in
(d) but from high-PRF scanned velocities at 2.5° in Figure 2f.
4. Improved Dealiasing
To solve the problems and overcome the increased difficulties encountered in dealiasing raw
velocities scanned from KOUN using the newly designed real dual-PRF mode, the dealiasing
technique proposed for dual-PRF scans (see the flowchart in Figure 16 of Xu et al. [15]) must be
improved. Since the problems are caused mainly by the insufficient and limited coverage of seed
data produced from high-PRF scans, it becomes desirable and necessary to increase the seed data
coverage with additional seed data generated beyond the radial range covered by the seed data
generated from high-PRF scanned velocities on each tilt. This can be done by modifying the AR-Var
and applying the modified AR-Var to raw velocities from low-PRF scan on each tilt to produce
reliable reference radial velocities and then generate seed data beyond the radial range covered by
the seed data generated from high-PRF scanned velocities. In this case, an additional step of
reference check is performed to produce reliable seed data for the subsequent continuity check
going outward, free of error, beyond the radial range covered by the seed data generated from highPRF scanned velocities on each tilt. The detailed modifications are described/explained below with
the AR-Var briefly reviewed first.
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The AR-Var was developed originally by Xu and Nai [18] for analyzing highly aliased raw velocities
scanned with small Nyquist velocities (≈12 m/s) from winter ice storms in which the environmental
flows are quite uniform in the horizontal but strongly sheared in the vertical across each inversion
layer. In this AR-Var, the first-guess background radial-velocity field, denoted by vrb, is produced on
each qualified range circle (which has sufficient raw data coverage) by modifying the alias-robust
VAD analysis of Xu et al. [19] and applying the modified AR-VAD, called mod-AR-VAD, to raw
velocities scanned with small Nyquist velocities. To be acceptable, vrb must fit the raw velocities
closely on the qualified range circle (with the fitting residual variance satisfying the stringent
threshold condition in (11) of Xu and Nai [18]).
When the mod-AR-VAD is applied to low-PRF scanned raw velocities from KOUN, it often fails to
produce acceptable vrb because the pre-storm environmental flows are noisier and less horizontally
uniform than those in winter ice storms (but the mod-AR-VAD still assumes/requires that the
environmental flow are horizontally uniform or nearly so). However, unlike the environmental flows
in winter ice storms, the pre-storm environmental flows are not strongly sheared in the vertical, so
the analyzed and accepted radial-velocity field, denoted by vra, obtained on the previous range circle
(which is slightly smaller and lower than the current range circle) can be used as vrb (instead of that
produced by the mod-AR-VAD) on the current range circle. This modifies the original AR-Var
adaptively for applications to low-PRF scanned raw radial velocities on qualified outer range circles
(that is, large range circles not covered by high-PRF scans). This modified AR-Var is named AR-VarL. On qualified inner range circles (that is, small range circles covered by high-PRF scanned velocities),
dealiased radial velocities obtained free of error (via the reference check as shown by the flowchart
in Figure 16 of Xu et al. [15]) from high-PRF scanned raw radial velocities (with large Nyquist
velocities) can be now used as vrb (instead of seed data) to modify the original AR-Var adaptively for
applications to low-PRF scanned raw radial velocities on those inner range circles. This modified ARVar is named AR-Var-S.
When applied to low-PRF scanned raw radial velocities on an entire tilt, the AR-Var-S is used first
to produce vra on each qualified and accepted inner range circle, from the smallest to the largest,
and then the AR-Var-L is used recursively and sequentially to produce vra on each increasingly large
outer range circle. The performance and effectiveness of AR-Var-S (or AR-Var-L) are shown by the
example in Figure 5a (or Figure 5c) for a qualified and accepted inner (or outer) range circle within
(or beyond) the coverage of high-PRF scan on 0.5° tilt, while Figure 5b shows the performance of
AR-Var-S on the largest qualified and accepted inner range circle of r = 85 km marginally covered by
the high-PRF scans, where r is the radius of range circle.
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Figure 5 (a) Low-PRF scanned raw radial velocities plotted by red and gray + signs, aliascorrected radial velocities plotted by green × signs, and rejected radial velocities plotted
by gray + signs on an inner range circle with r = 35 km < rmax1 at 0.5°tilt for the case show
in Figure 1a, where r is the range circle radius and rmax1 (=85 km) is the radius of largest
qualified and accepted inner range circle covered by the high-PRF scan. The blue curve
is the first-guess background radial-velocity field vrb(Φ) given by vra produced from highPRF scanned raw radial velocities on the same inner range circle (r = 35 km on 0.5° tilt).
The purple curve is the analyzed radial-velocity field vra(Φ) produced by AR-Var-S. The
two horizontal cyan lines show the Nyquist range (within ±vN = ±12.74 m s-1). (b) As in
(a) but on the largest inner range circle with r = rmax1 = 85 km. (c) As in (a) but on an outer
range circle of r = 150 km with the first-guess background radial-velocity field vrb(Φ)
given by the analyzed radial-velocity field vra(Φ) produced by AR-Var-L on the previous
range circle (with r = 150 - 0.5 = 149.5 km), where rmax1 < r = 150 km < rmax2 and rmax2
(=164 km) is the radius of largest qualified and accepted range circle covered by the lowPRF scan.
As shown in Figure 5a, the blue curve of vrb (given by the dealiased radial velocities from the highPRF scan on the same inner range circle) fits closely the retained raw radial velocities (plotted by
red + signs except for those aliased and corrected to green × signs) and alias-corrected radial
velocities (plotted by green × signs) from the low-PRF scan. Clearly, this blue curve does not fit the
analysis-rejected very noisy radial velocities (plotted by gray + signs mainly over the azimuthal range
of 270° < Φ < 360°) from the low-PRF scan, but the residual variance of the fitting (to all the original
raw radial velocities) is still small enough (to satisfy the stringent threshold condition in (11) of Xu
and Nai [18]), so this vrb is acceptable. Also, as shown clearly in Figure 5a, the purple curve of vra fits
the retained raw radial velocities and the alias-corrected radial velocities more closely and thus can
provide reliable reference radial velocities on this inner range circle for the reference check (in an
additional step before the continuity check as explained earlier). Similar performances are seen for
the AR-Var-S applied to all other qualified and accepted inner range circles, including that shown in
in Figure 5b, as an additional example, for the AR-Var-S applied to the largest qualified and accepted
inner range circle.
As shown in Figure 5c, the blue curve of vrb (given by vra produced from the low-PRF scan on the
previous range circle) fits the retained raw radial velocities and alias-corrected radial velocities quite
closely on the outer range circle of r = 150 km. Although this blue curve does not fit the analysisrejected very noisy radial velocities, the fitting residual variance is small enough, so this vrb is
acceptable. Also as shown in Figure 5c, the purple curve of vra fits the retained raw radial velocities
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and alias-corrected radial velocities more closely and thus can provide reliable reference radial
velocities on this outer range circle for the reference check.
Using the AR-Var-S and AR-Var-L provided reference radial velocities, the reference check
(performed as an additional step) can produce reliable radial-velocity seed data over the entire tilt
for the continuity check (to apply, free of error, to the low-PRF scanned raw radial velocities in the
last step of dealiasing). This solves the problem and overcomes the difficulties illustrated in section
3, and the dealiasing is improved adaptively. Figure 6 shows the flowchart of this adaptively
improved dealiasing algorithm procedure. The satisfactory performances of this improved
dealiasing are shown in Figure 7a, Figure 7b, Figure 7c for the low-PRF scanned raw radial velocities
in Figure 1a, Figure 1b, Figure 1c. In particular, Figure 7a (Figure 7b or Figure 7c) shows that the
reference radial velocities are distributed smoothly on each qualified range circle and the qualified
range circles cover the entire 0.5° (1.5° or 2.5°) tilt densely but not continuously (as shown by the
blacked narrow circular gaps between densely distributed color circles). Figure 7d (Figure 7e or
Figure 7f) shows that the radial-velocity seed data are distributed densely but not continuously (as
shown by blacked small arcs of data-void segments) along most qualified range circles on 0.5° (1.5°
or 2.5°) tilt. Figure 7g (Figure 7h or Figure 7i) shows that the dealiased radial velocities after the
continuity check in the last step are not only free of error but also cover the entire 0.5° (1.5° or 2.5°)
tilt more densely than the seed data in Figure 7d (Figure 7e or Figure 7f). The improved dealiasing
performs even better when applied to the low-PRF scanned raw radial velocities in Figure 2a, Figure
2b, Figure 2c (which are less noisy than those in Figure 1a, Figure 1b, Figure 1c), and this is illustrated
by the results in Figure 8a-Figure 8i.

Figure 6 Flowchart of improved dealiasing algorithm procedure for low-PRF scanned raw
radial velocities on a given tilt. The improved dealiasing algorithm is computationally
efficient as it takes no more than 8 s (CPU time on a workstation) for one tilt.
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Figure 7 (a) Image of reference radial velocities produced by applying AR-Var-S and ARVar-L to the raw velocities from low-PRF scan at 0.5° in Figure 1a. (b) As in (a) but from
low-PRF scan at 1.5° in Figure 1b. (c) As in (a) but from low-PRF scan at 2.5° in Figure 1c.
(d) Image of radial-velocity seed data produced by the additional step of reference check
for the raw velocities from low-PRF scan at 0.5° in Figure 1a. (e) As in (d) but from lowPRF scan at 1.5° in Figure 1b. (f) As in (d) but from low-PRF scan at 2.5° in Figure 1c. (g)
Image of dealiased radial velocities after the continuity check in the last step for the raw
velocities from low-PRF scan at 0.5° in Figure 1a. (h) As in (g) but from low-PRF scan at
1.5° in Figure 1b. (i) As in (g) but from low-PRF scan at 2.5° in Figure 1c.
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Figure 8 As in Figure 7 but for low-PRF scans in Figure 2a, Figure 2b, Figure 2c.
The skill of improved dealiasing can be measured by the following two percentages in
combination: (i) the percentage of retained velocities (including both correctly and incorrectly
dealiased velocities) in all the low-PRF scanned raw velocities, and (ii) the percentage of correctly
dealiased velocities in all (both correctly and incorrectly) dealiased velocities. These two
percentages are calculated and listed, as skill scores, for each case of low-PRF scanned tilt in Table
2. Note that the percentage of rejected velocities is not listed as it is simply 100% minus the
percentage of retained velocities. Note also that the number of incorrectly daliased velocities is zero,
so the percentage of correctly dealiased velocities is 100% in each case. Thus, as listed in Table 2,
the skill score measured by the second percentage is perfect (100%) for all cases. Also, as listed in
Table 2, the skill score measured by the first percentage increases as the tilt increases from 0.5° to
1.5° and 2.5° in each sub-volume and as the sub-volume shown in Figure 1a, Figure 1b, Figure 1c
changes to that shown in Figure 2a, Figure 2b, Figure 2c. These skill-score increases are consistent
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with the detailed results shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 and can be explained similarly in terms of
data noises.
Table 2 Skill scores calculated and measured by (i) the percentage of retained velocities
(including both correctly and incorrectly dealiased velocities) in all the low-PRF scanned
raw velocities, and (ii) the percentage of correctly dealiased velocities in all (both
correctly and incorrectly) dealiased velocities on each of the three tilts in each subvolume of low-PRF scan. Note that the number of incorrectly daliased velocities is zero,
so the percentage of correctly dealiased velocities is 100% in each case.

Case of lowTilt
PRF scan

Number of all
raw velocities

Number
(percentage) of
retained velocities

Figure 1a
Figure 1b
Figure 1c
Figure 2a
Figure 2b
Figure 2c

128210
82018
57874
137250
96134
72156

90606 (70.7%)
64816 (79.0%)
45852 (79.2%)
107790 (78.5%)
83908 (87.3%)
65613 (90.9%)

0.5°
1.5°
2.5°
0.5°
1.5°
2.5°

Number
(percentage) of
correctly daliased
velocities
16623 (100%)
10873 (100%)
10230 (100%)
41009 (100%)
31833 (100%)
22931 (100%)

Number of
incorrectly
daliased
velocities
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Discussions
As a follow-up of our previous study [15], a real dual-PRF scan mode is described in this paper for
KOUN to collect Doppler velocities in pre-storm environments (without using KCRI). The low-PRF
scanned velocities collected by using this dual-PRF scan mode exhibit enhanced clear-air data
coverage but encounter new difficulties (caused mainly by the increased data noises) in dealiasing
the low-PRF scanned velocities beyond the high-PRF-scan covered radial range. To overcome the
difficulties, the AR-Var [18] is modified adaptively and applied to low-PRF scans to produce
reference radial velocities for the subsequent continuity check to go, free of error, beyond the highPRF-scan covered radial range. This improves the dealiasing technique [15] effectively and
adaptively, so clear-air velocities collected by using the newly designed real dual-PRF scan mode in
pre-storm environments can be processed free of alias errors (and thus usable for wind analyses
and data assimilation although these utilities require continued research beyond this paper).
Here, it is necessary to point out that the dual-PRF approach presented in this paper for S-band
(10-cm wavelength) Doppler radars is very different from the previous dual-PRF technique, including
the commercial dual-PRF processor [20], that has been employed on operational C-band (5-cm
wavelength) Doppler radars in Canada, Australia and Europe [21-23] and also on research mobile
and airborne Doppler radars [24, 25]. The major differences can be highlighted in the following three
aspects:
(i) The previous dual-PRF technique was developed to increase the Nyquist velocity vN (≈ 13 m/s)
for C-band (or X-band) Doppler radars. In particular, vN can be increased by an integer factor
m (=2, 3 or 4) for an initial velocity estimate derived from the difference between low-PRF and
high-PRF scanned phase shifts (at two adjacent gates on the same radial-range circle). On the
contrary, the current dual-PRF approach is designed to enhance S-band Doppler radar
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sensitivity and thus increase the clear-air Doppler velocity data coverage of low-PRF scan but
with its Nyquist velocity compromised and reduced (to nearly 12 m/s).
(ii) The previous dual-PRF technique pairs the low and high PRF scans between two adjacent rays,
so the azimuthal change of true radial velocity between the paired gates (on two adjacent
rays) should not be too large for using the low-PRF and high-PRF scanned phase shifts (at two
adjacent gates) to derive the initial velocity estimate (at a single gate). Besides, random
measurement errors are doubled as the initial velocity estimate is derived from two
independently measured phase shifts. The current dual-PRF approach, however, pairs the low
and high PRF scans between two consecutive sub-volumes. Therefore, as a limitation, the
temporal change of true radial-velocity field between the two sub-volumes should not be too
large for using the analyzed radial-velocity field from the high-PRF scan as the first guess for
the AR-Var-S applied to the low-PRF scan.
(iii) The previous dual-PRF technique uses the aforementioned initial velocity estimate only for
determining the number of folds that the original velocity estimated at each gate (from highPRF or low-PRF scan) has undergone within its corresponding vN. This number of folds is then
used to dealias the original velocity to produce the “final” velocity estimate at each gate
(without doubling measurement random errors) in the dual-PRF processor. Since the “final”
velocity estimates still can have alias errors (at localized points and in clusters in areas of high
azimuthal shear of radial velocity), various methods of continuity check (with no preceding
reference check) have been developed/employed to detect/correct dual-PRF processor errors
via post processing [21-24]. As these methods were developed not for the same
purpose/application as considered in this paper, they are very different from the continuity
check (see section 3 of Xu et al. [17]) used in the last step for the new dual-PRF approach
presented (see Figure 6) in this paper.
The limitation explained in (ii) has not caused a problem for the clear-air dual-PRF data so far
collected, but it can cause the AR-Var-S fail (to use the analyzed radial-velocity field from the highPRF scan as the first guess) if the change of true radial-velocity field between the two consecutive
sub-volume scans exceeds 7vN/4 (=22.3 m/s) over a large sector (according to the refinement (vi)
explained in section 2.3 of Xu and Nai [18]). This limitation can be alleviated by pairing the low and
high PRF scans not between two consecutive sub-volumes but between two consecutive sweeps on
each tilt to reduce the time difference between the paired low and high PRF scans (from 4.63-9.63
to 3.5 min, as explained in section 2). Besides, the limitation may be also alleviated by adaptively
refining the adjustable threshold condition (see (14) of Xu and Nai [18]) for the AR-Var-S. These
remedies will be explored/employed in case if the above concerned situation occurs. Another
limitation for the improved dealiasing is that gaps in low-PRF scanned velocities cannot be too large
between outer range circles (or between isolated data areas) to allow the AR-Var-L (or the continuity
check) to go through. So far, this limitation has not caused a serious problem because low-PRF
scanned clear-air velocity fields are usually quite continuous.
The two type of adaptively modified AR-Var (named AR-Var-S and AR-Var-L in this paper indicates
that the original AR-Var [18] is flexible enough to be modified adaptively for various different types
of environmental flows although the AR-Var [18] was developed originally for analyzing aliased raw
velocities scanned with small Nyquist velocities (≈12 m/s) from winter ice storms in which the
environmental flows are quite uniform in the horizontal but strongly sheared in the vertical across
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each inversion layer. Modifications of AR-Var for other types of environmental flows (beyond and
in addition to the pre-storm environment flow considered in this paper) deserve continued studies.
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